The Honor Circle is an annual opportunity to recognize women – our mothers, sisters, daughters, wives, friends and mentors – who have inspired and continue to inspire us and those in their spheres with their creativity, ingenuity, innovative and entrepreneurial spirit.

To provide inspiration and positive role models for the next generation of women innovators and entrepreneurs, Horn Entrepreneurship is inviting nominations for the inaugural “2021 Honor Circle of Inspiring & Innovative Women”.

www.udel.edu/wehatch
All women who are nominated for the Honor Circle will be recognized with a digital certificate and inclusion in a web listing of 2021 honorees. Gifts made in honor of nominees will unlock engagement opportunities – for the donor or a designated recipient – and help to support Horn Entrepreneurship's WE Hatch programming, which seeks to empower the next generation of women innovators and entrepreneurs. The Honor Circle is an annual program. Women can be recognized one year or multiple years.

**ALLY**
- Giftable “ALLY Circle” engagement opportunities, including early registration for WE Hatch programs and professional development offerings.

**MENTOR**
- All “ALLY Circle” benefits.
- Giftable “MENTOR Circle” engagement opportunities, including access to limited participation and invitation-only offerings.
- Exclusive opportunities for engagement with the WE Hatch Associate Director.

**FUNDER**
- All “MENTOR Circle” benefits.
- Inclusion in the “FUNDER Circle”, which offers exclusive engagement opportunities, including service on the WE Hatch Advisory Council.

**INNOVATOR**
- All “FUNDER Circle” benefits.
- Exclusive opportunities for recognition as a member of the “Innovator Circle” and engagement with Horn Entrepreneurship’s Founding Director and National Advisory Board.

**MENTOR LEVEL AND ABOVE**
- Nominee name included in an etched glass plaque commemorating members of the 2021 Honor Circle, to be prominently displayed in Horn Entrepreneurship’s Venture Development Center.

**MENTOR**
- $1000-$4999

**FUNDER**
- $5000-$9999

**INNOVATOR**
- $10,000+

**ALLY**
- $500-$999

**NOMINATE AN INSPIRING INNOVATOR AT: WWW.UDEL.EDU/WEHATCH**